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Foreword
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Software eats the world.
And SaaS eats software.

We are convinced that future-proof enterprises require
automated SaaS management to be successful. As a logical
next step in the development of our product portfolio, in
March 2021 LeanIX acquired Cleanshelf to offer the leading

We founded LeanIX in 2012 to offer companies an easy-

SaaS management solution to our clients. Together we

to-use, data-driven tool for managing IT landscapes and

are growing as one to offer a single outstanding product

increasing business value.

experience to customers and partners: LeanIX SaaS
Intelligence, available as of May 1st 2021.

Since then, the challenges of our customers have grown
dramatically — be it the increasing number of IT applications,

This guide introduces the imperatives of our shared mission.

the shift to the cloud, new agile working methods, or

We are proud to welcome our new team members at

decentralized DevOps teams.

LeanIX. As well, we are pleased to present you with this
comprehensive guide to SaaS management containing

We see LeanIX as the Google Maps for such diverse IT

inspiring industry voices, practical advice, deep insights, and

landscapes. But to help map and shape entire IT landscapes

sound knowledge on this critical field of IT management.

today, LeanIX must bring transparency to areas that were
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once beyond our scope.

It is our joint promise: We will change how companies
continuously transform and will never cease innovating.

SaaS visibility is a priority for our customer base. While there
were just five public SaaS companies in 2011, we now count
more than 100 and an additional 15,000+ private vendors.
This is much more than a trend.

				————
				André Christ
				CEO & Co-founder, LeanIX
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Truthfully, we shouldn’t need to write this guide. SaaS was

I’m still hopelessly enamored with SaaS. I was a beta user

supposed to be easy to use and even easier to manage.

for Slack and spun up AWS instances before the world

Nobody needs a book on how to manage their electricity bill.

caught on. I deployed Netsuite when they had seven

A utility company provides a service; whatever you use, you

employees. But something had to give.

pay for. Scaling up and down, simple pricing, well-defined
management — these were part of SaaS’s original promise.

“We discovered practices to revive
the original promise of SaaS.”
But once software companies realized what they had,
everything changed. Their insight into companies’ data,
usage, and business strategies shifted the balance.
Opaque pricing, complex contracts, slick sales tactics,
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captive data, and other issues emerged.

In 2017, I built the first SaaS management prototype.
I knew that companies would soon need to stop adding
and start cleaning up their apps. Building a better tracking
spreadsheet was never the vision. SaaS sprawl demands a more
capable response. This is what we were building at Cleanshelf.
Alongside our SaaS management solution, our team discovered
practices to revive the original promise of SaaS — flexibility,
cost-efficiency, and scalability.
Now the journey continues with Cleanshelf becoming part
of a successful international company, LeanIX. Uniting

But the idea of “a tool for everything” was too appetizing.

Enterprise Architecture and SaaS management, this pairing

Ostensibly, everyone was winning: Users escaped IT’s control,

provides even more value to customers.

while cloud simplified IT's work. Then the downsides came.
Companies no longer knew what they owned. Expensive
renewals went on autopilot. Budgeting became a best-guess
effort.

Ultimately, SaaS will either be your competitive advantage
or your Achilles’ heel. SaaS management determines which
one it is. Let us help you set your course.

Security concerns, like exposed data and shadow IT, began

————

rising. Productivity dropped as redundant tools surfaced.

Dusan Omercevic

In short, companies just traded old problems for new ones.

LeanIX VP Product, SaaS Intelligence

Introduction
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Over the last decade, cloud-based software overtook on-premise
installations. Vendor transitions from perpetual to subscription
license sales accelerated this shift. Today, SaaS supports nearly
every enterprise operation, process, workflow, and function. Just

The classic idiom
“It’s impossible to
be sure of anything but
death and taxes”
can include a new

just how integral SaaS applications are to your work routine.
To be sure, the transition added new levels of productivity,
cost-savings, scalability, and corporate agility. From reduced
CAPEX, IT load and maintenance investment, to simplified
employee collaboration and easy deployment of missioncritical tools, SaaS reconfigured the workplace.

certainty for modern

But its entrance and adoption introduces challenges for information

enterprises:

technology, security, finance, and procurement leaders. In too many

sprawling SaaS.
SaaS Management

think about your last work session. Consider tabs and toolbars and

enterprises, the issues are underestimated or entirely unknown.
Sprawling and unchecked SaaS (e.g., ‘shadow IT’) makes software
management impossible. Employees and teams have dozens to
hundreds of applications — spun up in minutes via free trials and simple
credit card purchases. Modern workers see SaaS as a competitive
edge. Problems are solved faster and in more sophisticated ways.
This hunger for competitive gain only adds to the buying frenzy.

7

Adoption is outpacing management
SaaS management is a game of catch-up.

Well-meaning IT, finance, legal, and business

The tension between security and compliance and

Companies that are aware of the problem

operations teams spin circles trying to figure

helping employees succeed with the right SaaS tools

struggle with stitched — together, license

out where to start, asking questions like:

is real. Few companies want heavy-handed measures

tracking spreadsheets. Others repurpose

• Is SaaS management a corporate spend
initiative?

to curb SaaS use. Most want users to be successful
create systematic, easy-to-follow processes for SaaS

don’t even realize the level of mismanagement.

• Is it an IT management responsibility
or a procurement driven program?

Their SaaS runs unchecked — while security,

• What steps are essential?

classic IT asset management frameworks built in the

old models of information technology asset
management (ITAM) to wrangle their SaaS. Many

compliance, and spend spiral out of control.
Alarmingly, up to 40% of enterprise technology

• Where does one even start?

SaaS Management

funding is now spent outside of IT’s purview.1

• Are there platforms or tools to aid
discovery and management?

and have access to useful software. All want to
deployment, use, and control. But few can depend on
pre-cloud era. A blueprint for management is needed
both to stem cost overruns and security concerns and
to squeeze maximum value from owned software.
This is why we wrote this book.

1 www.securityboulevard.com/2019/01/shadow-it-running-rampant-in-many-organizations-despite-security-risks
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How we
got here:

A brief
history of
the rise
of SaaS

The concept of “rented IT” is not new. In the 1960s,

for expensive enterprise software licensing models.”3

IBM offered banks and other big businesses a cost-

Salesforce decided to sell to salespeople,

effective alternative for computing power and

believing that end-user uptake would be easier than

storage.2 Soon after, service offerings expanded,

dealing with centralized IT purchasers or unwieldy

and small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs)

procurement terms. The move was prescient and

enjoyed the benefits of time-sharing and other

seismic. Moreover, the effort coincided with Concur’s

utility computing systems. Until computing hardware

resistance to expensive floppy disk and CD-ROM

became readily affordable, many accessed terminals

production as their gross margins lagged in the early

connected to a centralized computer or mainframe.

2000s.4 This was the industry’s coming out moment —

Eventually, LAN connections replaced the old huband-spoke approach, allowing companies to access
data and applications through network connections.

Today, despite COVID-induced uncertainties,
Gartner reports worldwide annual IT spending of
$4 trillion, an increase of 3.4% from 2019, of which

Fast forward two decades and enterprises entered

SaaS represents a growing portion. It is expected to

the modern age of computing. Early attempts

account for $105 billion in total revenues this year,

at over-the-internet services via ASPs delivered

and is forecast to generate $141 billion in 2022.6

lukewarm results, but set the stage for true SaaS
— delivering software and other services via

SaaS Management

and gave rise to SaaS as a new-normal delivery model.5

But what's the most important part of the story?

the internet for a subscription or usage fee.

The portion of installed software functionality that is

Better broadband technology, wider availability of

now SaaS. Across major application categories globally,

mobile devices, and the expense of data storage

SaaS’s presence is formidable — 88% of desktop and

(especially in an age of ‘bloatware’) signaled the time

collaboration apps, 83% of e-purchasing, and 76%

was right for SaaS. According to Forbes, “[...] Salesforce’s

of CRM. No wonder CIO Magazine calls maximizing

now famous 'No Software' marketing campaign

previous investments in software a “top priority.”7

marked its grand entrance and signaled a death-knell

2 www.networkworld.com/article/2313237/mainframe-for-rent.html

5 Cleanshelf Blog: Ten years of cloud innovation

3 www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2019/04/16/a-brief-history-of-it-management-

6 www.bmc.com/blogs/saas-growth-trends

how-saas-has-changed-everything

7 www.cio.com/article/3329741/top-priorities-for-cios-in-2019.html

4 www.tomtunguz.com/the-first-saas-company
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“

SaaS management can be
a due-diligence deal breaker in M&A.
To some buyers, poor management
suggests that a company lacks
general organization.

SaaS Management

Jonathan Cantwell
Partner, GP Bullhound
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Making the
case for SaaS
management
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Why SaaS management?
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Why now?

5%
20%

SaaS momentum is building

IaaS

LeanIX expects even more spectacular SaaS adoption

18%

15%

As software vendors develop new technologies, pricing, and
capabilities to feed the appetites of cloud-crazy companies,

Source: BMC

Rate

18%

10%

11%

PaaS
17.2%

in the next decade. By 2025, Gartner believes 85% of
enterprises will operate 'cloud first.'8

Total Cloud
Market
12.5%

Nearer term, accelerating work-from-home mandates will
fuel the uptake of new communication, storage, and collaboration
software. The number of IT-driven security applications to protect

SaaS
12%

sensitive data and a dispersed workforce will also grow.
Forrester acknowledges how concern around SaaS

SaaS Management

security and costs is greater now than ever before:9
“Immediate adaptation to WFH in the wake of the COVID-19

Cloud Mgmt
& Security

12

17.2%

%

BPaaS

epidemic has not only increased the use of SaaS but also amplified

5%

its risks. These include existing vulnerabilities such as potential
ransomware attacks, social engineering threats, new endpoints
to manage, and other security exposures [...] Cost control is
paramount in the COVID-19 era, meaning that firms can no longer
tolerate orphaned SaaS licenses and dissipated buying power.”
8 www.gartner.com/en/documents/3994453/predicts-2021-building-on-cloud-computing-as-the-new-nor
9 www.forrester.com/report/Best+Practices+For+SoftwareAsAService+Operations/-/E-RES154097

11%

12.5%

12
Consider findings from the State

For Fortune 500 companies, the Cleanshelf (now acquired by

of Business SaaS Spend Report 10

LeanIX) internal research reveals anywhere from 500 to 1,000 cloud

• The annual SaaS spend per
employee is more than $13,000
• The typical employee uses
44 apps to do their job
• An 800-person U.S. company

applications are in use.11 In total, SaaS spend per employee grew
164% from 2016 to 2019 and nearly doubled since 2017. Oracle’s cloud
predictions report reinforces this. Their findings suggest that by 2025,
90% of all manual IT operations and data-management tasks will
be automated by software. Further, autonomous technologies –
including bots, AI, and analytics – will guide 80% of sales functions.12

uses on average 141 SaaS apps

Additional research finds that emerging-technologies

across the organization

will double worker productivity and drive even
greater investment in SaaS. Workers need to keep
pace with their hyper-productive peers, and, right
or wrong, believe SaaS is the means to do it.

44

GRAPH

Number of Apps &
Average SaaS Spend
Per Employee

41
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35
‘18

$9,800

25

‘17

$7,100

‘16

$5,000
10 The State of Business SaaS Spend 2019, conducted by Cleanshelf (acquired by LeanIX)
11 Presentation - SAMS Europe - September 2020
12 www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/cloud/oracle-cloud-predictions-2020.pdf

‘19

$13,200
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Ecosystem dynamics mean more
SaaS; corporations must get ready

High-growth enterprises are particularly

noted cybersecurity author and Senior

prone to SaaS over indulgence. One

Research suggests that the software development

study shows that public software

community will expand by ten times its current

companies report unusually high

size and become 400% more productive (due to

levels of G&A expense comprising

tooling-focused development methodologies

19.3% of their total OPEX. Much of

such as Agile and DevOps), leading to an

this is owed to cloud applications.

29

%

70

%

By SaaS
spend

SaaS Management

“This disintermediation of IT accelerated

1%

years. Further, by 2023, more than 40% of

Fewer purchasing barriers

when employees realized that they didn’t
need middlemen,” he said. “They had cloud
services that could meet their needs.”17

SaaS extravagance is clearly tied to

In addition to the role-specific apps used by

how software is now purchased.

employees, company workloads will increasingly

In the past, centralized IT and

depend on SaaS. Technology investment banking

procurement-led purchasing

firm GP Bullhound notes how a major part of

was most common. But tightly

companies' digital transformation agendas is

controlled processes and budget

finding valuable tools to run adjacent business

approval flows have given way to

processes with SaaS solutions. Their Global

self-service. According to Peter H.

Software Market Perspectives report notes the

Gregory,

simplicity, vendor sales tactics, and user
restrictive buying policies converged.

13

week — up 30% since the COVID era began.14

this trend materialized as deployment
frustration with internal red tape and

16

expanded menu of new apps in the next few
workers will work remotely at least one day per

Director at GCI Communication Corp,

35

Over 50% of cloud app purchases are now made

%

50

%

by front line employees; departmental leaders
By number of
SaaS apps

15%

account for 35%. Today, IT is only responsible
for 15% of license purchases. “You can’t put the
cloud genie back in the bottle,” says Gregory.
“Focus must shift to the mission of protecting
vital information and reestablishing control,

while maintaining the agility that SaaS unlocks.”

common example of an enterprise using Twilio to
enable SMS messaging with customers, Zendesk
for customer support ticketing, Stripe to process

Who Buys Software in the Enterprise

payments, and Wordpress for website hosting.15

Departmet level
Responsible for 35% of cloud
app purchases, equivalent to
70% of total cloud spend.

13 Cleanshelf Blog: The future of SaaS and what to expect in next 5 years
14 www.gartner.com/en/documents/3995916/summary-translation-localization-predicts-2021-digital-w
15 www.gpbullhound.com/insights/global-software-market-perspectives-q3-2019
16 www.opexengine.com/saas-ga-expense-is-surprisingly-high
17 Interview with Peter H. Gregory, November 2020

Employees
Usually responible for 50%
of cloud app purchases, equivalent
to 1% of total cloud spend.

IT
Responsible for 15% of cloud
app purchases, equivalent to
29% of total cloud spend.
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Cloud transformation without
complete cloud management

“

Too many companies only focus

SaaS is a key component of continuous transformation

Further, effective management is the missing link to

strategies. Forrester reports that 57% of global services

the intended ROI of digital transformation. Planning

decision-makers said they invest, or plan to invest, in

and executing a cloud transition, for example, is

SaaS as part of their organization’s digital transformation

one half of the innovation equation. Increased

strategy — the top response among listed technologies.18

performance through smart utilization is the other.

limited visibility and control once

SaaS takes top billing on the transformation agenda, but many

While utilization and cost-efficiencies are central tenets of

prioritize its adoption more than management. For example,

effective management, so too is security. Rogue software

SaaS consumes their business.

companies may have governance controls and policies to assess

and other “shadow IT” expose security gaps using social

initial data security and vulnerability issues before moving to the

engineering, phishing, and malware injection. Insecure

cloud, but end up neglecting ongoing steps to ensure that apps

usage of vulnerable devices — often in concert with

and data remain secure, managed, and assigned with intent.

unsanctioned SaaS — may be enterprises’ greatest threat.

on the transition to 'cloud-first.'
Then they face a new problem:

Without means to manage SaaS,
those cloud-first efficiencies and
value rarely materialize.

– David Foxen

SaaS Management

Founder, SAM Beast Consulting

D E TA I L E D
ANSWERS
TO COMPLEX
BUSINESS
QUESTIONS

18 + www.forrester.com/webinar/Trim+Tech+Costs+By+Retiring+Replacing+Or+Renegotiating+Your+SaaS+App+Portfolio/-/E-WEB31865
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As continuous transformation sweeps
through enterprises, leaders must

A taxonomy of

cloud service models

recalibrate how they discuss cloud
concepts. SaaS is so familiar that business
and IT professionals forget to pause and
realign on terms and principles. This creates
confusion when discussing how to evolve
existing software management processes.
IT leaders, slow down! SM is a
cross-departmental experience and your
colleagues need to know exactly what
service models, concepts, and applications

SaaS Management

are under discussion before diving in.

16

On-Premises

IaaS

PaaS

SaaS

Applications

What do we mean by “cloud”?
Cloud computing transforms IT infrastructure into a utility: It lets you
‘plug into' infrastructure on-demand via the internet and use computing

Data

resources without installing and maintaining them on-premises.19
The National Institute of Standards and Technology goes deeper: 20

Runtime

“The cloud model itself consists of five elements including, measured
Middleware

service, on-demand service, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and
broad network access; four deployment models, which are private

O/S

cloud, public cloud, community cloud, and hybrid cloud; and
finally, service models which are Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Virtualization

(IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and, of course, SaaS.”
In this guide, we understand SaaS to be a subclass of cloud computing

Servers

and discuss enterprise-wide management of those SaaS-based

SaaS Management

applications that are delivered directly to end users. In general,
Storage

these are externally hosted, pre-configured, managed by vendors,
and deployed with a subscription license or elastic usage model.

Networking

You Manage

Source: BMC.com/blogs

The platform descriptions and tools discussed within may not apply to

Others Manage

non-SaaS cloud service offerings. In many cases, dedicated SaaS management tools work alongside other software asset management tools.

19 + www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/cloud-computing

20 + Ibid.
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SaaS versus
PaaS and IaaS
SaaS is a popular approach to

Software as a service

Platform as a service

Infrastructure as a service

software licensing and delivery. With

SaaS is managed from a central

As the Figure above displays, PaaS

IaaS comprises instant computing

the majority of applications hosted

location, hosted remotely, and

builds on virtualization technology to

infrastructure including servers

on remote, vendor-managed servers,

accessed online. Rarely are users (or,

provide developers a framework for

and storage, networking firewalls/

tools run directly through a user’s

‘subscribers’) responsible for hardware

creating customized applications.

security, and data-center access.

web browser or simple client. Benefits

or software updates. As BMC notes,

include limited client-side downloads,

SaaS offers a number of advantages

installations, and management.

by reducing the time and money spent

The term “SaaS” is often incorrectly
used to describe other remote-based
services such as infrastructureas-a-service (IaaS) and platformas-a-service (PaaS). The following

on tedious installation, management,
and upgrade tasks. Applications,
21

data, run-time, middleware, O/S,
virtualization, servers, storage, and
networking are owned externally.

According to Sumo Logic, “PaaS is
a suite of services to assist with the
development, testing, and deployment
of applications.” PaaS streamlines
22

development workflows, allowing
multiple users to access work on the same
development platform. PaaS innovations
make custom app development a reality

The “leasing” process delivers clients
infrastructure through virtualized cloud
services, with access provided via a
dashboard or API. IaaS offers a costeffective alternative to establishing
and maintaining a private data center.
It also enhances subscribers’ business
continuity and disaster recovery plans.

provides a description of key

Examples of popular SaaS apps

for smaller companies, too. Resources

With IaaS, users are responsible

service model differences.

include: Adobe Creative Cloud,

are ‘on-demand’ and can be scaled up

for managing hosted applications,

Microsoft 365, Oracle, Salesforce,

or down depending on workload needs.

operating systems, and development

SaaS Management

SAP, and Google Workspace.

Popular PaaS apps include AWS Elastic
Beanstalk, Windows Azure, Heroku,
Force.com, Google App Engine,
Apache Stratos, and OpenShift.

tools. Common IaaS use cases
include: website hosting, storage,
backup and recovery, test and
development, and big data analysis.23
Popular IaaS products are:
DigitalOcean, Linode, Rackspace,
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Cisco
Metapod, Microsoft Azure, and

21 www.bmc.com/blogs/saas-vs-paas-vs-iaas-whats-the-difference-and-how-to-choose
22 www.sumologic.com/blog/iaas-paas-saas
23 www.azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-iaas

Google Compute Engine (GCE).
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What is SaaS
management?
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“

SaaS management is all
of the processes required

to efficiently scale
cloud software, extend
businesses’ strategic
objectives, and account
for users’ needs–while
upholding data security

SaaS Management

and privacy standards.

Software discovery, tracking, and delivery
disciplines help companies reduce risks and costs,
boost employee productivity, improve security,
and optimize operations. Bundled together,
they make up SaaS management (SM).

Principles of SaaS management
LeanIX recognizes four principles of SaaS
management. Together, these support
efficient business scaling, app delivery and
user experience improvements, and security

While many enterprises are slow to establish

and privacy maintenance. To realize

SaaS management practices — and respond to

gains from SM, any program or

the disruption and workarounds of traditional

platform must address them all.

Risk
Management

IT and procurement — there is still hope.
For many enterprises, SM adapts those
processes once used to manage perpetual
on-premise software and modifies them to
fit the realities of the subscription model.
Where existing ITAM and SAM tools are
insufficient for full scale SaaS management,

Visibility

Principles
of SaaS

Management

new platforms from a variety of specialized
vendors simplify the SM effort.

Operational
Efﬁciency

Value
Delivery

20

“

Focus must shift to the mission
of protecting vital information
and reestablishing control,
while maintaining the agility
that SaaS unlocks.

SaaS Management

Peter H. Gregory
Cybersecurity author and Senior Director
at GCI Communication Corp

21

Visibility
SaaS visibility via discovery is the foundation
of the SM pyramid on which benefits

The second — and potentially more destructive — is the

like cost savings, optimization, and risk

various risks from unknown SaaS outside your standard

management are built. Quite simply, “if

management and control processes.”25 Visibility helps

you can’t see it, you can’t manage it.”

companies address this latter point.

The ITAM Review captures why visibility is so

While varying tools and processes exist

essential: “The primary challenge with managing

to support discovery efforts, exposing the

SaaS applications is how do you inventory an

full scope of one’s SaaS estate is critical.

application that isn’t installed and may not even
be authenticated to your corporate directory?
And how do you discover SaaS applications
which have been brought into the
organization without IT involvement?"

24

SaaS Management

Visibility allows companies to smartly

Visibility is not a momentary,
point-in-time understanding of
existing SaaS. That is an audit.
Instead, SM leaders must programmatically
discover and actively monitor their cloud
apps. This requires a platform with

assess what management processes

integration breadth and depth to continuously expose and

need to be applied. As Michael Lines,

track all SaaS apps in use – not just those easily identifiable

Head of Product Security at LeanIX,

by surveying users or scraping P-card data.

warns, “There are two components to
the SaaS proliferation problem. The first
is ensuring smarter utilization of known SaaS.

24 + www.itassetmanagement.net/2018/06/07/saas-applications-solving-the-inventory-discovery-challenge
25 + Interview with Michael Lines, October 2020

When companies establish ongoing visibility, they can
progress deeper into SM experience.

22
Common issues most firms are concerned when using software as a service (SaaS)
Data security and protection against cybercrime

28 %

Higher total costs over the system's life

21 %

Application integration challenges

21 %

Value delivery
An interest in financial savings leads most companies

SaaS vendor lock-ins

20 %

Compliance and data privacy laws

20 %

Complex SaaS migrations

20 %

Negative application performance

to explore SaaS management, which makes
sense considering that the State of Business
SaaS Spend report suggests that 30% to 40% of
SaaS spend is wasted in the form of duplicative
applications (28%), under-utilization (25%), and

19 %

Lack of control over upgrades/release cycles

unused subscriptions (47%).26 Many organizations
are over-licensed, particularly with core tools like

18 %

Salesforce, Microsoft 365, and Zoom, but don't

Unauthorized data acces via SaaS provider

17

Too many SaaS apps

%

have sufficient tools to analyze usage. In fact,
they depend on reports provided by vendors

16 %

to understand how employees use tools.

SaaS Management

Unauthorized data access by foreign agencies

15 %

Because SaaS is usually licensed on a per-user,
Too many copies of the same SaaS apps

None of these
Other 1

0

13 %

per-month basis (without consideration of actual
usage) it is a buyer’s responsibility to ensure value

8%

is maintained through sufficient utilization.

%
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Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics Software Survey, 2019

26 www.markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/cleanshelf-2019-saas-trends-report-enterprises-waste-up-to-30-of-annual-saas-spend-1028515035
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Utilization insights offered by SM tools

As companies answer these and weigh how

Cost savings is a near- to medium-term practice that

demystify cost conversations. Consider

out-of-control their SaaS usage is, they may

diminishes in value once right-sizing occurs. However,

how often IT and finance leaders are

consider cost-saving steps ranging from

cost optimization and value delivery will persist

stumped by the following questions:

routine to extreme. These can include:

for all tools. By understanding usage patterns, for

• Are there overlapping contracts

1. Identifying SaaS contracts renewing in the next one

example, companies may course correct when users

or capabilities to rationalize?
• Can subscriptions be downgraded
without negative impacts?
• Are contract allowances
being exceeded?
• Is a subscription being used?
• If so, how often?

to three months that can be immediately canceled
2. Selecting services for early deprovisioning
3. Deprovisioning software licenses of
users no longer with the company
4. Clawing back unused or underutilized licenses
5. Analyzing subscription flexibility (particularly
for consumption-based subscriptions)

SaaS Management

6. Implementing a ‘buying ban’ on cloud
apps and additional software licenses

underutilize corporate apps. Data-driven responses
like this extend the ROI on technology investments.
Companies should also consider automated platform
support to help total visibility and ongoing control. This
can supplement ongoing diligence around contract
renewals and price increases for existing tool sets.
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“
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There are two components to the SaaS proliferation
problem. The first, ensuring smarter utilization of
known SaaS. The second — and potentially more
destructive — is the various risks from unknown
SaaS outside your standard management and
control processes.
Michael Lines
Head of Product Security, LeanIX
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Risk management
Every month, hundreds of thousands of workers leave their

risk, increasing the likelihood of data breaches

jobs. According to Intermedia’s SMB Rogue Access Study,27

and operational and business continuity risks.

they bring with them their IT access — from passwords to
the corporate Twitter account to confidential files stored in
personal Dropbox accounts.

89%
of those surveyed retained access to

lifecycle management

risk-mitigation.

contribute to mismanaged
SaaS. They also heighten

SaaS Management

45%

business use-cases), security practitioners see SM as
a critical part of business, security, and compliance

boarding practices

or other sensitive corporate apps

infrastructure workloads, development, and line of

Poor access hygiene, user
policies, and on- or off-

Salesforce, PayPal, email, SharePoint

As companies shift to the cloud (including for

a company’s reputational

For example, enhanced SM can reduce security gaps
by uncovering active licenses for previously departed
employees.
GCI Communication's Gregory also sees SaaS at

retained access to

the front line of data protection. “If companies

“confidential” or “highly

have unsanctioned apps, then their single-sign-

confidential” data

on tools and centralized identity management

49%
actually logged into ex-employer

68%

accounts after leaving the company

admitted to
storing work files
in personal clouds

processes can’t help. They won’t know if users
are accessing or sharing the wrong things.”
Given the role of insiders in cyber risk incidents,
he concludes: “There is a heavy price for SaaS
negligence."28

27 www.intermedia.net/press-release/the-ex-employee-menace-89-retain-access-to-salesforce-quickbooks-other-sensitive-corporate-apps
28 Interview with Peter H. Gregory, November 2020
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Supporting risk
management and compliance
SM allows cyber risk and compliance
teams to run regular risk assessments

"Trusting cloud vendors that simply offer

of vendors and flag unapproved ones.

the reports of others — like AWS or Google

This includes knowing the security

Cloud — as attestation to their security

certifications maintained by vendors

efforts is not SOC 2 compliance."29

with access to critical business data.
IT and security leaders must stay ahead

all vendor relationships — even if

of regulatory compliance requirements.

they have hundreds or thousands

Mandatory controls include tracking where

of SaaS apps deployed. With full

data is stored, who has access to it, and

visibility, they can demonstrate

whether the vendor can prove compliance

to their customers that they are

with regulatory requirements such as

safeguarding data — and can use

GDPR, CCPA, SOX, and HIPAA.

external attestations like SOC 1,

As services are acquired outside of IT,
legal, and procurement processes, due

SaaS Management

Companies must be able to account for

diligence around these issues may be

SOC 2, PCI, and even penetration
test results to validate cyber
risk management efforts.

weak. These, plus operational compliance

This also extends to establishing what technical

requirements like PCI-DSS or SOC 2, require

measures are used, including data encryption at

full visibility of the software running in

rest and in-flight, two-factor authentication, and

the control environment. As Brad Thies,

integration with SSO solutions measures. One common

Principal at Barr Advisory points out,

example is integration with a Cloud SIEM to analyze
access logs from SaaS vendors for potential threats.

29 Cleanshelf Blog: Why SOC 2 is vital for your SaaS vendor
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“

Maximizing the employee experience is an
emerging use case for SaaS management
because employee feedback and buy-in
on the applications they use are central to
adoption.

SaaS Management

AJ Witt
Analyst, The ITAM Review
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Operational efficiency

SM adds needed
visibility to make
rapid purchasing

SaaS Management

and renewal

IT and finance simply cannot keep up with the

an enterprise user’s primary concern is just

weekly waves of contract renewals, employee and

getting the job done with a good app.”30

license movement — especially while depending
on static spreadsheets. SM adds needed visibility
to make rapid purchasing and renewal decisions.
It also helps companies support new, critical
workplace tools and provision or de-provision as
the workforce grows. Additionally, it unlocks more

An app store provides a unified SaaS experience
for users that IT can control. Offering builton usage and data insights derived from SM
platform analytics, it helps users discover,
request, and gain approval for SaaS applications
without circumventing approval channels.

decisions and

efficient employee onboarding and offboarding.
For example, platform integrations with an Identity

Keep in mind that this hands-off approach to

helps companies

Access Management (IAM) solution deliver rapid,

how your employees’ experience technology still

provisioning and deprovisioning of licenses —

needs some guard rails. At the simplest level this

support new,

without navigating between Okta and LeanIX

might be providing a star rating system in the

SaaS Intelligence (or another IAM solution). This is

enterprise app store. Or, you can tag applications

critical workplace

central to better IT service within the business.

as recommended for a particular category. For

tools.

Another popular efficiency use case is an
internal, enterprise app store. As CloudTweaks
notes, “While securing and controlling content
is an IT department’s primary concern,

30 + www.cloudtweaks.com/2016/12/saas-providers-api-app-store

example, if a user needs to share files you may
guide them to use Dropbox, for which you have
a corporate agreement, rather than Box.
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Maximizing the employee experience
Companies need to ensure that workers get value

AJ Witt, Industry Analyst at The ITAM Review,

from the tools they invest in. SM provides insight

also recognizes how companies grow operational

into whether users are adopting new technologies

efficiency by focusing on the employee experience.

and can uncover areas where training or an internal

“This is an emerging use case for SaaS management

communication campaign can help usage. Platform

because employee feedback and buy-in on the

tools do this through detailed tracking of which

applications they use are central to adoption.”33

features are being used by which users. Alternatively,
unsuccessful software rollouts waste time (on

why does a request for a SaaS tool take so long?” 34

helpdesk inquiries and internal support), money
(on lost license fees), and erode employee morale
(limited benefits from corporate-assigned tools).

SM also speeds up decision making. "Users are asking

31

says SAM Beast Consulting founder, David Foxen. The
pace of business means that IT and SAM teams no
longer have time on their side. “Companies cannot

For every tool, there will be the innovative early

slow down critical projects because they have poor

adopters, the majority middle, and then the laggards.

request, approval, and control processes in place.”

IT must recognize this when introducing new apps in a

SaaS Management

corporate environment. It must build critical mass and

D E TA I L E D
ANSWERS
TO COMPLEX
BUSINESS
QUESTIONS

strong network effects to grow a tool’s stickiness.32

AU TO M AT E D D I S C OV E RY

31 www.bdtechtalks.com/2016/11/17/the-main-barriers-to-successful-adoption-of-saas
32 Cleanshelf Blog: Knowledge of usage is power: How IT can use usage insight to support SaaS adoption
33 Interview with AJ Witt, November 2020

34 + Interview with David Foxen, November 2020
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“

Too many companies only focus on
the transition to 'cloud-first.' Then,
they face a new problem: limited
visibility and control once SaaS
consumes their business.

SaaS Management

David Foxen
Founder, SAM Beast Consulting

31

Reducing costs, mitigating risk, gaining control
Deloitte notes how organizations’ legal, financial, technology, and

Putting SaaS
management to work:
A company blueprint

operational exposure increase without an effective software management
strategy.35 Rampant overspend, licensing term misunderstandings,
security vulnerabilities, lost productivity, and out-of-compliance
issues are common. Yet, companies continue to invest millions of
dollars annually in SaaS without management disciplines in place.
Fortifying SaaS requires proactive leadership and defined processes
for discovering, managing and optimizing cloud applications.
For most companies, efforts must mature. No longer is SM a
“nice to have,” but a “should do” practice to deliver value, limit

SaaS Management

exposure, eliminate audit risks, and support productivity.

35 www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/risk/articles/state-of-software-asset-management-executive-survey.html#2
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Evolving the SAM framework
for a SaaS-first world

Key SAM elements

License

Before leaders can modernize traditional

Compliance

Software Asset Management (SAM) is the decades

SAM, they must understand its fundamentals.

Ensures that

old framework for organizing people and processes

license usage

To a degree, these policies remain relevant. However,

and compliance

for effective management, control, and protection of
software assets throughout the useful lifecycle.

issues are met,

existing industry guidance is often outdated or fails to

or addressed.

account for cloud service models and users’ dislike of

But while SAM concepts are useful, they

centralized purchasing. As well, guidance undervalues the

originated in the on-premise software era.
As George Arezina, Senior Director of IT

Ensures the right method

Research on SaaS operations suggests that traditional

for re-distributing or

Asset Management at a leading business

recycling a software

services company and End-User Board

license following an

Member of ITAM Forum says, “I started

employee leaving, or

with SAM to manage risk. It improved

when found in an internal

Software Authorization
and Deployment
Establishes the process

software license review.

visibility and helped ensure I was signing

models. IT professionals are looking for something

requests and the

licensing rules, and determine whether a customer

models shifted. “SaaS vendors added

deployment process.

is in compliance with what was purchased.36

Software Procurement

he says. “Now SaaS management requires

Establishes the correct

better understanding of usage and adoption.”

process for purchasing
new software instances.

Moving forward, companies must consider
how to mature legacy practices to

Starters, Movers,
Leavers
Defines what should
happen with software

fit industry and operating realities.
world this is the essence of SM.

usefulness breaks down when applied to subscription
that can access SaaS usage data, apply some defined

correct approval and

Evolving SAM to fit the modern SaaS

SAM tools remain too focused on desktop software. Their

for new software

the best software deals.” Then, deployment
new pricing models, including usage-based,”

SaaS Management

potential for automation and platform management solutions.

Software Recycling

Software Use
Highlights what users are permitted to do
with any software installed on their machine.
Misuse can result in disciplinary action.

36 www.forrester.com/report/Best+Practices+For+SoftwareAsAService+Operations/-/E-RES154097

when a new hire starts,
transfers roles, or
leaves the company.

Disaster Recovery
Defines path to ensuring mission-critical IT
processes are maintained if disaster occurs.
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Do you think outdated practices are a thing of the

SM distinctives

past? This is not always the case. For example, one

SAM and SM are similar. SM simply accounts for how

With an SM platform and a fresh view

technology vendor offers the following SAM guidance:37

modern organizations consume software. Because of this,

on SaaS management, companies can

• Perform manual inventory of installed software

leaders should not stray from SAM fundamentals.

implement critical controls, usage and

However, leaders need to reconsider how

utilization policies, upgrade and renewal

to achieve these in a scalable and efficient

management planning, and license

way through means including:

compliance–in a more automated,

• SaaS discovery

complete, and less-resource intensive way.

• Rationalizing redundancies

As companies plan their SaaS deployments,

by checking the hard drive of each computer
• Track down existing licenses by talking to a
centralized purchasing department or IT manager
• Match software with its appropriate licensing
documentation including, end-user licensing
agreements, User Manuals, and sales receipts
As Gartner finds, “the expansion of digital business
exposes the shortcomings [...] of traditional IT asset
management practices.” Failure to adjust SAM
38

practices to account for technological and

• Optimizing spend
• Monitoring usage
• Managing renewals
• SaaS security

they should consider the following
sequence of steps. Keep in mind that
depending on your priority internal use
case (audit compliance vs. cost-savings,
for example), you may re-order them.

SaaS Management

attitudinal shifts hurts SM.

Discover

Rationalize

37 Microsoft.com - SAM Guide Download
38 www.gartner.com/en/documents/3893685/how-redefining-it-asset-management-will-enable-business-

Optimize

Manage

Secure
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Discover
The goal is to programmatically discover what SaaS is in use,

In this stage, companies must build a system of

who owns it, and what the company is obligated to pay for.

record that captures the variety of characteristics for

These insights are useful for tracking and record keeping, but

each tool. Full visibility exposes value drivers like usage,

they also prove if SaaS delivers the ROI it is supposed to.

ownership, compliance risk, and user adoption data.

This must extend beyond the scope of licenses owned

Elements to record include:

and managed by IT that is responsible for 15% of cloud

• Number of licenses, seats, users

app purchases, equivalent to 29% of total cloud spend.

• Total spend

Similarly, only 60% of spend is “under management”

• Security and compliance profile

by procurement according to CPO Agenda.39

• Application owner
• Type of purchase (expensed vs. AP)

SaaS Management

• Renewal period and contract terms

39 www.assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2012/07/the-power-of-procurement-a-global-survey-of-procurement-functions.pdf
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Defining ownership

Leaders should move to continuous monitoring

Discovery also exposes issues of unclear SaaS

with automated, integrated solutions. They

ownership. Enterprises find it difficult to build

must prioritize direct ERP, finance, accounting,

a renewal case, for example, when there is

contract, and expense management connections,

not a budget owner or champion. This is good.

as well as web-browser plugins and integration

Clarifying ownership adds accountability for

with single sign-on tools to enrich insights.

adoption and utilization benchmarks. The
owner, whether an individual or team, must be
able to share a business case for renewal.

broker (CASB) solutions is useful. These must work
in tandem to be effective. For example, shadow IT

Additionally, this owner can help manage an off-

purchased on a personal credit card and installed

boarding or sunsetting process for any SaaS apps

on a personal device may not show up CASB

they move on from. They should be responsible for

tool reporting, but will be captured via expense

working with IT, for example, to transition users

monitoring when the user requests reimbursement.

and associated data–and to ensure that the offboarded apps don’t resurrect as rogue purchases.

Moving beyond manual management
Companies need hybrid discovery strategies to build

SaaS Management

When possible, integration with cloud access security

a complete picture of in-use SaaS. Exclusively manual
discovery or tactics that depend on local hardware
and brute-force IT efforts to count licenses fail. So
too does the point-in-time audit. SaaS estates are
like living organisms. Every purchase, renewal, or
downgrade changes your licensing landscape. In
fact, when new clients previously adopted Cleanshelf
(now LeanIX), we often found that IT leaders only had
15% of the SaaS estate exposed and/or monitored.

But the point isn’t discovery so that IT can take back
all SaaS purchasing responsibilities. This is often
inefficient and demotivating. “Few organizations
should actually say, ‘All SaaS spend must be
centralized’,” argues AJ Witt at The ITAM Review.
“You simply want to know what you have from
a cost-management, security, and compliance
standpoint,” he says. “IT doesn’t need to own the
$10 licenses used by five people. Users are subject
matter experts. Don’t tell them what they need.”
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Rationalize

technology company, rationalizes SaaS usage

According to Patrick West, Senior Solutions

with a software approval committee made up

Consultant at LeanIX, rationalization is the post-

of finance, IT, and information security leaders.40

discovery step to determine what software

The committee reviews software requests —

is needed, by whom, and for how long.

which include a stated business case from the

“Without
rationalization,
the
“Without
rationalization,
thediscovery
discoveryeffort
effort is
wasted.
AtAt
this
mustdefine
define their
wasted.
thisstage,
stage,companies
companies must
needs,
by account,
and take
steps
to
their account
needs, account
by account,
and take
steps
shore
up duplicative
or unused
software.”
to shore
up duplicative
or unused
software.”
Start with software that supports core workflows,
but is preferential, like a project management
or file storage tool. These tools are often

inside the organization. This practice extends
to new tools and those up for renewal.
In addition to boosting productivity,
removing redundancies lowers
overspend from pricing and contract
complexities. As Deloitte notes:

redundant and used inconsistently across

In a SaaS model some hosting companies

departments. As well, pay attention to sales

often charge their customers by usage

intelligence and communication software.

metrics — for example, named user

“Consider renewal dates and build a cadence
of sunsetting duplicative tools,” adds West.

SaaS Management

budget owner — to assess where the tool fits

access to certain feature sets within a
product or a price per hosted solution.

“Determine what tools are actually needed,

You need to know what is in use. What do you really

then manage cancellations accordingly.”

need? Are you paying for the subscription model

Don’t overlook this. Without rationalization,

that most closely fits your business and IT needs?41

companies auto-renew for fear of disrupting
users instead of letting unneeded tools fall off.
Degreed, a six-hundred person educational

40 www.leanix.net/en/customers/success-stories/degreed
41 www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/risk/articles/state-of-software-asset-management-executive-survey.html
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“

Few organizations should actually say,
‘All SaaS spend must be centralized.’
AJ Witt

SaaS Management

Analyst, The ITAM Review
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Optimize

These activity baselines inform future budgeting,

compliance and provide usage accountability.

Companies rightsize larger scale enterprise

procurement, and planning and forecasting.

More importantly, it can maintain this control

applications like Microsoft 365, Salesforce, or
Google Workspace licenses. For these types of

Companies often find that they’re over-licensed. This

tools, companies often have IT or a dedicated

is especially common for those sensitive to vendor

resource handling planning and deployment.

audit failure. However, over-licensing proves costly in

Optimization allows overseers to make empirical

the long run. According to Gartner, “over time, being

decisions and fine-tune license assignment or

over-licensed costs more than failing an audit. When

redeployment (e.g., ‘right-sizing’ subscriptions).

you fail an audit, you buy just enough licenses to

“You may not find hundreds of thousands of dollars
of unused Salesforce licenses,” says West. “More

close the gap [...] It’s expensive, but the problem is a
one-time cost. This issue is mitigated by smart SM.
42

Part of the management and governance process
may include forming a software review committee
to approve new tool acquisition. Members of
this committee could include finance, IT, infosec,
and procurement leaders. “This is my go-to
mechanism for management,” notes Foxen. “This
team develops parameters and guidelines for
purchasing, including business justification. The

likely, you’ll use granular data and realize that ten

software control board helps companies build up

Microsoft E5 license users have never deployed

an approved tools catalog, maintain commercial

Power BI. Teams will be able to make smarter
downgrade, upgrade or re-provisioning choices.”
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in a scalable way as organizations grow.

Manage
Shadow IT grows when users adopt SaaS without
IT support or input. But not every organization

Optimization ensures that unused or underutilized

wants to grab application management

licenses are redeployed, onboarding and

privileges back from teams or users.

offboarding processes are working, and it
reduces the likelihood of surprise renewals
or overages on high-dollar contracts.

Many IT leaders find that their organizations are
more nimble, agile, and effective without centralized
control; when teams can acquire and control their

The more complete ownership picture also helps

SaaS applications directly. With an SM platform, IT can

companies understand how users use applications.

effectively ‘control’ the SaaS experience to monitor

42 www.gartner.com/en/documents/3564617/software-asset-management-reaches-a-tipping-point-saas-c
43 Interview with David Foxen, November 2020

justification for every investment, and speeds up
license deployment. They can also guide users to
alternatives for unapproved software to improve
collaboration and support bulk-buying discounts.”43
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Management practices to consider

For example, the U.S. company Harry’s leverages LeanIX

As discussed, companies may consider an

to rightsize contracts, accurately forecast budget, and

internal ‘store’ or SaaS-catalog with sanctioned

correctly map their SaaS estate. Chris Beck, Global Head

applications for employees to self-serve

of IT at Harry’s offers a practical management example.

from. IT and finance can incentivize usage

“We continue to expand our usage and are now also using

of these with attractive integrations, and by

LeanIX to help us schedule and keep track of contract

overlaying identity and access management

renewals.”44 This dovetails with effective budgeting, too.

tools to simplifying onboarding and signon. This reduces rogue purchasing.
In this phase — once costs and usage are
accounted for — companies should plan how
to use and manage SaaS going forward.
“Define your goals, put quarterly
business reviews in place, build
your budget, and understand
how you’ll continually discover,

SaaS Management

optimize, rationalize, and
manage. Make this part of
your culture, not a one-time
thing,” suggests West.

44 www.leanix.net/en/customers/success-stories/harrys
45 www.track.g2.com/resources/software-asset-management#get-started

According to G2, SaaS budgeting should:45
• Take an inventory of what you already spend money on
• Include conversations with key stakeholders
so everyone can discuss SaaS spend
• Include only the tools users actually use and need
• Be informed by research to see if there are cheaper,
better, tool options
• Ensure that duplicate software is eliminated
• Include contract renewal and rate reviews
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Strategic contract renewals

• Who is paying for it?

Although companies look for quick,

• What are we using it for?

renewal go/no-go decision wins in the

• What is the usage trend?

rationalization and optimization phases,

• What is the application category?

this area is where strategic renewal

• How critical is it to our operations?

management takes place. When
companies attempt to control SaaS
manually, contract management
confusion creeps in. If unchecked,
it can derail your effort.
The key to strategic contract renewals
is to look further ahead, according to
46

The ITAM Review. Every renewal may
be broken down into a three-part decision:
renew, sunset, or upgrade/downgrade.
To determine the right course, companies
must have insights and a renewal schedule.
For each contract, use an SM platform
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to define:
• Supplier name
• Term/renewal date

This step depends on an easy-to-digest
calendar for renewals — ideally, with
auto-alerts and notifications — for

Minding usage and cost-effectiveness

proactive budgeting and planning.

In years past, companies could wait months to understand

SM platform tools are suited for this.

and reassess contract renewals. Licenses were single seat,

LeanIX suggests asking three key questions
as enterprises build renewal disciplines:
• Did we cross-check this application against
existing applications in use and can we
preserve value by cancelling one or the other?
• Did we verify compliance with cybersecurity,
data, certification, legal, or financial protocols?
• Did we establish a set of objective
criteria to approve or reject
the purchase?

• How many users?

In addition, enterprises can consider steps to

• Which departments/functions

look for consolidation or savings opportunities,

does it support?
• Who is the contract owner?

like allowing procurement teams to negotiate
pricing based on usage trends.

46 www.itassetmanagement.net/2020/10/29/lead-business-change-with-strategic-saas-management

and companies weren’t subject to consumption overages.
Now, over-consuming can be prohibitively expensive
given the popularity of usage-based pricing models. For
example, users might be charged based on the number
of subscribers reached or API calls requested.
Companies need to understand usage, tier-based pricing,
and opportunities to upgrade — or eliminate — service ondemand. Managing this involves smart integrations and setting
an SM platform notification engine to keep you updated on use.
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“Don’t count on a software vendor to alert

One security misstep we often see relates to

you that you moved into the “50-99” discount

employee offboarding. Kelly Sheridan at Dark

rate over the past year. If you don’t know what

Reading reports48 that 50% of ex-employees

you have, you’ll never know what entitlements

can still access corporate cloud applications.

you’re missing,47 warns Wired Magazine.

These findings, based on a study of five hundred

According to West, management is about avoiding
the blind-side. “Companies need to know what
to expect; are they approaching a certain call,

SaaS Management

IT environments
are only as
secure as their
weakest link.

IT decision-makers, indicate that few firms have
adequate provisioning, deprovisioning, termination,
and login management processes in place.

chat, or click threshold? Are upcharges for overuse

In the same study, 20% of respondents report

imminent? Management and governance give

that “their failure to deprovision employees from

companies time to negotiate and increase or

corporate applications has contributed to a

decrease plans in response to actual user activity.”

data breach at their organization.” According
to previous Cleanshelf (now acquired by LeanIX)

Secure
Hardening your security posture means
knowing exactly what users own, who

research49 it is now common for companies
to deprovision up to 40 to 50 licenses per
employee, versus 20 to 30 five years ago.

has access to services and data, and

Expect these license counts to climb as companies’

whether vendors are compliant with

digital transformation efforts expand. Deloitte’s

internal policies and regulations such as

2020 global outsourcing survey50 finds that 90% of

SOC 2, GDPR, and PCI-DSS. Further, as

participants saw cloud as a primary operational

remote work increases, companies must

tactic. Consequently, these leaders recognize

also shore up issues associated with at-

data security, compliance, and regulation risk

home devices and insecure networks.

as major cloud services-related concerns.

SM adds the intelligence needed to
move these security efforts forward.

47 www.wired.com/insights/2012/09/software-asset-management

				

49 The State of Business SaaS Spend 2019 research conducted by Cleanshelf (acquired by LeanIX)

48 www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/50--of-ex-employees-can-still-access-corporate-apps/d/d-id/1329672
50 www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/operations/articles/global-outsourcing-survey.ht
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Finding a home for SM:

SaaS Management

Who owns it, and why

43

A winning strategy is cross-departmental
According to Jonathan Cantwell, Partner at GP Bullhound, “[SM] is

IT and Finance: Primary Players

more strategic than just a cost management conversation. It includes

IT and finance partnership is the cornerstone of effective SaaS management.

utilization and overall workforce productivity. It drives data and analytics

But because few companies truly grasp the role well-tuned cloud

opportunities for a range of departments to do their jobs better.“

strategy plays in digital transformation, they end up underestimating

SaaS Management

The point is clear: Companies must enlarge their
view of SaaS management. It is more than just a
spreadsheet, process or workflow for IT or finance to
own. It is more than a mechanism to save money.

the importance of this shared connection. (For the purpose of this
guide, we treat procurement as part of the finance organization.)
Collaboration may be slowed by departmental misperceptions or weak
interpersonal relationships. Cultural resistance in traditional, siloed,
environments also shares some blame. However, SM advantages both
IT and finance, and presents CIOs and CFOs a place for partnership. For

When companies recognize the enormity of SM — and the cost savings,

example, while IT may not care about costs in the same way as finance,

risk reduction efficiency, and business value creation opportunities it

both departments are accountable for value creation, ROI, and tool

represents — multi-department partnership is an obvious conclusion.

adoption. Sharing data and insights can help achieve these shared goals.

While traditional SAM was primarily IT-led, SM may originate outside the
IT organization, while still enabling IT’s software management activities.
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“

Expense control and ROI is the driving force for
most SM. We keep the company from ending up
with 20 tools to track our tools, and can deliver
ROI on every tool in use.
Razzak Jallow

SaaS Management

VP and Head of Finance at Looker
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SM’s ideal location
In terms of where SM should live, expert guidance
differs. Consider the following views:
• “If you have a strong finance team and want
to link software spend to financials, it's best for
finance to own it,” offers Razzak Jallow, VP and
Head of Finance at Looker 54. Finance is known
51

for leading cross-functional investments — it has
a responsibility to know what is going on across
the organization and make the best overall
decision for the company. The team is positioned to
discover what teams ranging from engineering and
information security to legal and sales need.
"Expense control and ROI is the driving force for
most SM. We keep the company from ending
up with twenty tools to track our tools, and can
deliver ROI on every tool in use,” shares Jallow.
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He emphasizes how “every function — from SaaS
adoption to re-purposing — has a financial impact.”

• SAM Beast’s Foxen differs: “IT teams and an
ITAM leader should be responsible for the SaaS

unmanaged applications. That is, SaaS that is

environment. They are already doing investigations

purchased, owned, and used without a central IT

into consumption, recouping licenses, and trying to

owner. In this case, finance may be best suited to

understand usage trends. They are also familiar with

own SaaS-management.

lifecycle processes for traditional software.”
Some organizations have identified multiple
Foxen highlights IT’s relationship with security and

departments’ need for visibility and argue

architecture leaders. “An ITAM professional has

for collaborative ownership. Implementing

the technical understanding to find answers to

an approval process for SaaS via partnership

questions like, ‘What kind of data is this application

between IT and procurement. This functions as

looking at?’ or ‘What cloud instance is being used?’”

both a cost-savings and utilization/usage effort.

• Bullhound’s Cantwell emphasizes Finance’s

Others, like Qumulo, assign the business

responsibility because of its role in approving

systems team ownership of non-centrally

purchases. He notes that the CFO must be

managed SaaS given its proximity to ERP

accountable too, given the stakes of SaaS

software and other core business systems.

management. “[SM] can be a due-diligence deal
breaker in M&A. To some buyers, poor management
suggests that a company lacks general
organization. It can definitely impact valuation.”

51 Interview with Razzak Jallow, November 2020

Most companies have a significant volume of
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A priority of SM is managing third-party vendor risk. This is
typically a combined finance and IT deliverable. Naturally, it is
easier to achieve in organizations where technology teams roll
up through finance. For organizations with distinct leadership,
IT may be closer to the stakeholders involved in technology
management and, thus, better equipped for ownership.
“It’s easier to engage stakeholders, like identity and access
management or onboarding and offboarding teams, when you’re
coming from the same part of the organization,” Witt finds.
SM ownership is as varied as the enterprises that apply it.
Most important is that oversight lives within a team that

SaaS Management

both understands the core principles, and has a technology
platform to achieve them consistently and affordably.
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Consider a “SaaS Specialist”
An increasing number of companies find that a dedicated support role maximizes SM return. This is because governance responsibility is complex when considered
across a full SaaS portfolio. To this point, Forrester offers the example of an enterprise with fragmented SaaS touchpoints — the functional users, security and identity
management teams, enterprise architects, SAM groups, data managers, and procurement organizations.” 52
For some, the “super admin” SaaS specialist role–whether housed in finance or IT–fast tracks SaaS management and keeps processes ahead of SaaS growth.
One key to the role’s success is how it enables the success of other departments.

Here are some of the ways LeanIX clients develop the specialist position:
The CFO’s cost saver

The IT ally

The HR helper

At enterprise scale, CFOs may approve a major

Leaders need their teams operating at maximum

Fast growing companies hire fast. Too often, HR

licensing agreement or renewal contract.

productivity. This means that employees stay

or hiring managers are forced to chase down IT

They expect levels of utilization to warrant

engaged with mission critical software. However,

to get tools bought and assigned. With a SaaS

the spend. The SaaS specialist can deliver

CIOs and IT teams have few ways to assess this.

specialist, HR has a resource to systematically
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this insight quickly and accurately.

Since the SaaS specialist has consistent visibility

onboard new employees. New hires show up on
day one with the right toolset, reducing adoption

Moreover, the role can partner with an SM vendor’s

into usage, they can offer IT leadership a clear

success team to derive insights and market

picture of tool use. Underutilized tools or licenses

intelligence to ensure they are getting the best

surface, as do issues with inconsistent use.

available subscription rates. This specialist can

Additionally, the SaaS specialist can coordinate

also help finance make sure costs are allocated

risk management and security review with

Regardless of department or internal priority–

accurately to ease annual budgeting.

infosec, and share best practices to departments

whether risk management, costs savings, or

to keep everyone using tools optimally.

employee experience–a dedicated specialist

or onboarding lag. As well, when managers know
exactly what tools are required for new hires, they
can better forecast fully-loaded staffing costs.

aids the full spectrum of SaaS value initiatives.
52 www.forrester.com/report/Best+Practices+For+SoftwareAsAService+Operations/-/E-RES154097
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“

Companies cannot slow down critical
projects because they have poor request,
approval, and control processes in place.
David Foxen

SaaS Management

Founder, SAM Beast Consulting
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Get started with

SaaS Management

SaaS management
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Building buy-in
Defining your SaaS management business case

SM’s value is so attractive that relaying the business

is the key to success, notes George Arezina. “First,

case and vision for improved SaaS management is

companies need to define what they have to gain.

often all it takes to unlock budget and stakeholder

When they know what they want to achieve,

participation. For example, discovering and managing

and why, they get the necessary buy-in.” 53

sanctioned and sanctioned cloud services is a

This view aligns with how LeanIX suggests
enterprises prepare internally:
• Assign an ownership team with cross-functional
perspective and relationships
• Define a clear vision for SM, including defining

professionals. Obviously,54 this is a useful angle for
sponsors trying to get project approval and/or buy-in.
Other times, an SM champion must actually
incentivize stakeholders — even if the value is

priority outcomes. For example: visibility,

clear. For example, rallying internal partners

compliance management, renewal optimization,

by reminding them of savings opportunities.

or a process for purchasing approval

Understandably, every team has a backlog

• Agree to a holistic approach to SM. This includes

of projects. But when the realization arises

managing SaaS through approval, acquisition,

that the project would free up enough

usage, and renewal or retirement

budget to let the department make a critical

• Build relationships and plan collaboration

SaaS Management

constant headache for finance, security, and risk

with functional SM stakeholders
• Determine experience owners (e.g., FP&A, or IT)
and dedicate the human capital needed for
management
• Evaluate SM platform tools and select a vendor
with industry expertise and a dedicated 		
support team

53 Interview with George Arezina, November 2020
54 www.forrester.com/report/Best+Practices+For+SoftwareAsAService+Operations/-/E-RES154097

hire, SM efforts quickly get reprioritized.
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Tech marketplace G2 advises project sponsors

Platform solutions to accelerate success

to pitch SM alongside areas where companies

There is no longer a debate: true SM must

are noticeably undisciplined — and likely losing

include a purpose-built platform. As one

money, or failing to generate a return from

industry observer finds, when it comes to

their SaaS investments.55 Examples include:

“implementing a software license management

• Where IT is constantly reassigning
licenses, suggesting an ill-fit contract
• When revenue generating or customer-

They are time-consuming and prone to human
error, no matter who creates them.”57

facing teams are using redundant tools

Controlling SaaS manually is a glorified audit,

(e.g., Asana vs. Trello), limiting productivity

whereas, true SM moves companies past point-

• Where contract renewals routinely

in-time visibility to continuous evaluation and

come and go without tool review

value realization. Companies have too many

Ongoing business justification may be needed to
support continued investment in SM processes
and/or platforms. For this, analysts at The ITAM
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solution, spreadsheets are not the answer.

avenues for unsanctioned SaaS to enter, metrics
to manage, renewals to mind, vendor audits to
respond to, and compliance verifications to run.

Review suggest that SM owners track and share

An SM platform enables widespread

key metrics, including cost savings, instances

discovery and management that is cost-

of removed, ‘blacklisted’ software, improved

effective, automated, and available

compliancy figures, creation of ‘license pools’ (or

for multiple departments’ use.

other optimization improvements), and proof of
audit readiness.56 Let the data speak for itself.

55 www.track.g2.com/resources/pitch-a-saas-management-tool
56 www.itassetmanagement.net/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/An-introduction-to-SAM.pdf
57 www.track.g2.com/resources/software-asset-management
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“

First, companies need to define
what they have to gain. When
they know what they want to
achieve, and why, they get the
necessary buy-in.

SaaS Management

George Arezina
Senior Director of IT Asset Management
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Collecting requirements and setting goals
The usual culprit behind a failed SaaS management initiative
is misalignment. Stakeholders need shared objectives — this
starts with expectation setting at the executive level that
cascades throughout the business. Defining these objectives
is a collaborative experience. Interested stakeholders
(ideally, with varying levels of seniority) can work together
to broadly discuss opportunities for the business to improve.
Then, project leads can work tactically to deliver these.

Questions to kickstart the process may include:
• Where do we sense we are wasting money?
• What was the original vision behind key SaaS investments?
How is this vision being/not being realized?
• What software management tasks seem inefficient or wasteful?
• What does our current SaaS management process look like?
(Map it out and look for choke points or improvement areas).
• Do we have a vision for deploying SaaS, or do we react

C-level leaders should discuss main challenges. These might
include issues of risk, compliance, value-creation, employee
engagement, and/or cost-reduction and may be prioritized,

to procurement requests, renewals, etc?
• What ways does the business unnaturally maneuver
to plan, use, manage, or buy software?

quantified, and assigned clear targets. A task force of IT,

• Do SaaS tools generally help or hinder employees?

finance, HR, and security leads may then be assigned to

• Do teams believe they have the tools they need to succeed?

evaluate SM platforms and map out an implementation plan.
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Here are a few case examples that may result from this reflection:
Company A would like to better understand their

Company B is sensitive to cyber security concerns

Company C has more operational concerns. Its

SaaS investments and streamline what they own.

and wants to limit risk exposure. Their goal might

CIO and VP of IT want better collaboration across

They recognize a weak point in their management

be to display the entire SaaS landscape and

teams. They see shortcomings in their original

process: mapping all of their subscriptions and

cancel subscriptions with unapproved vendors.

vision for SaaS to break down barriers. Removing

assigning owners/teams given the use of corporate

Within this, they would install a more robust

redundant, overlapping services and consolidating

credit cards. A measurable goal is discovering all

security review and app approval process.

work to a select few applications becomes the goal.

apps in use, making ownership assignments, and
maintaining app usage under a certain threshold.
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Navigating vendors and platform differences
Although still nascent, the SM marketplace features a crop of innovative
platforms working inside both startups and Fortune 100 companies.
Promisingly, these solutions are SaaS-based and — in contrast to
traditional ITAM tools for perpetually licensed software — users can
deploy them and receive actionable intelligence within hours.58
Platform capabilities do vary, however. LeanIX finds that platforms’
support of the business drivers discussed earlier — visibility, value-
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delivery, risk management, and operational efficiency — often differs.

58 www.itassetmanagement.net/2020/03/03/saas-management-tools-market-report
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“

Because Saas management is most often
delivered as SaaS, [companies must] pay
attention to the service aspect.
AJ Witt

SaaS Management

Analyst, The ITAM Review
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Key capabilities to help assess ‘right-fit’
Understanding platform capabilities is essential to
finding a right-fit solution. Often, platforms seem
the same; however, vendors emphasize a variety of
features or functions and prioritize certain business
drivers, like visibility, differently. Below are sample
sets of vendor discussion points to address your
business goals during an SM platform evaluation.
Unlocking visibility and discovery

Unlocking visibility and discovery
• Automatic discovery of data from disparate sources
• Supported methods for uncovering SaaS: Web
traffic monitoring, single-sign-on, APIs, finance
and accounting integrations, email scanning,
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URL filtering and pattern matching
• Advanced integration with Cloud application security
brokers (CASBs), identity access management
(IAM) tools, human resource information systems
(HRIS) and contract management systems
• Multiple account integrations

Realizing value delivery

• Usage metering

• Cost allocations to business

• Machine learning to identify

units/owners

and categorize purchases

• Robust engagement analytics

• Adoption and attrition reporting

• Connection to top enterprise apps

• Industry pricing and usage

for out-of-the-box usage insight
• Automated license de-activations
based on configurable rules
• Departmental spend and
utilization overview

benchmarking (at application
and license tier levels)
• Optimized recommendations
• Reliable data for improved
forecasting accuracy
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Improving risk management
• Vendor security (SOC 2, GDPR compliance)
• SSO integration

Supporting operational efficiency

• User multi-factor authentication

• Automatic renewal alerts/calendars

• Automated compliance tracking of vendors

• Visual contract timelines

against GDPR, SOC 2, PCI-DSS, etc.

• Friendly user interface, dashboarding, and reporting

• Employee onboarding and offboarding workflows

• Dedicated client success manager

• Notification on third-party SaaS that may compromise

• App store to help users source applications

enterprise apps (like Google Workspace or Microsoft 365)
• Contracts and agreements onboarding and analyses

• Guaranteed high uptime
• Omni-channel alerts (email, in-app, Slack, etc.)

• Central permissions management (e.g., revoking
Salesforce licenses automatically, if unused)
• Overview and notifications for recently added services
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Beyond the business case drivers, consider standard technology
evaluation issues such as pricing and usage, setup and
onboarding, reporting, customer support and implementation
services, product updates, and development roadmap.
The ITAM Review’s Witt cautions: “because SaaS management is
most often delivered as SaaS, [companies must] pay attention
to the service aspect.” Given how SM evolves as businesses
mature, he suggests enterprises scrutinize vendors’ responsiveness
and how each one “handles customer success.”
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Evaluation experience
The leader or committee tasked with evaluating

Companies should also consider vendors’ responses

an SM platform should keep an open mind. A useful

to security incident handling, environmental and

starting question is “what other departments will

organizational security, HR-related security, and

benefit from the possible new platform?” Because

disaster recovery. If a CISO or security team front

the buyer is often a dedicated IT or finance leader,

loads this review, they can compress the approval

it is easy to overlook the usage opportunities for

process and time-to-value of an SM platform.

others in legal, procurement, or HR. Awareness
of these use cases allows other stakeholders to

Deployment timeline

participate in the onboarding experience and

While deployment times vary based on project

maximize platform value out of the gate.

complexity, enterprises generally have a platform

One important part of the evaluation process is
ensuring that an SM vendor passes internal security
reviews. The purpose of the review is to identify data
and related risks a vendor might encounter, assess
the extent of outstanding risks, and evaluate if the
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vendor can eliminate (or appropriately monitor) them.

running four to six weeks after contract signing. There
are a few ways to ensure a swift onboarding.
The first, as discussed, is to secure companywide alignment around the problems that SM
intends to solve. Also make sure to allocate internal
resources for this initiative. This means that teams

Vendors should be forthright and provide

have implementation and execution as a priority.

accurate and timely responses during review.

To be broadly successful, stakeholders across IT,

Particularly, they should offer examples of proactive

finance, HR, and infosec need to be bought-in.

risk mitigation practices and share relevant
documentation, such as a SOC 2 report. Pay

Finally, compiling input information about the SaaS

attention to any red flags. Does the vendor:59

estate and sharing documentation around any past

• Offer any processes for safeguarding

attempts to solve SM can speed up the process

confidential data?

as well. The right SM vendor can help coach and

• Perform risk assessments internally?

architect the right approach based on your stated

• Have a formal security policy?

goals, stakeholder needs, and past experiences.

• Perform regular security checks?
59 www.vendorrisk.com/what-are-vendor-risk-reviews
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Best practices for
SM implementation
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Organizations implementing an SM platform
generally fit into one of three experience categories:

1. Never implemented a SaaS management
platform before

Some organizations have globally distributed teams,

These companies are brand new to managing

sophisticated internal IT and finance teams, and well-

SaaS. While there are new procedural muscles

established operational playbooks. These companies

to change (and change can be hard!), there are

need advanced data and systems integration,

also no bad habits to break or systems to rip-and-

and usually have existing processes around SaaS,

replace. An SM partner can help build a from-

software, or IT asset management in place.

scratch effort to achieve organizational maturity.

2. Currently using an underperforming SaaS
management platform
Organizations in this category use relatively new
tools, but are changing because of platform
constraints, like limited integrations. Companies
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3. Already own a legacy SAM platform

Fortunately, a well-designed SaaS management
solution works alongside mature SAM practices.
According to SAM Beast’s Foxen, you may
actually have “more data to make informed
decisions as to whether that SaaS application
is a unique application within your estate.”

wondering if their platform is underperforming

In any situation, the right SM platform is intuitive

can answer the following questions:

and requires minimal technical involvement. Of

• Do you need new integrations for
your expanding SaaS estate?
• Are you routinely migrating data?
• Is there functionality that you obviously need, or
reporting and visibility gaps around spend and usage?

course, there are best practices worth following to
ensure ideal value delivery. Let’s explore these.
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“

Roadmap to success
LeanIX partnered with Gasper Vojevec, one of the world’s

Don’t underestimate
time savings as an
area of high-impact
ROI. We found a full
FTE of savings in
our systems team
because we weren’t
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wasting hours
tracking down and
monitoring tools.

foremost experts on SaaS optimization and process design,
to develop this cheat-sheet. We focus on ten industry-proven
practices to ease the SM platform implementation experience.

VP and Head of Finance, Looker at Google

Senior IT Consultant
LeanIX

1. Identify your needs and challenges, and set goals
Recall (or define) your primary SM goal. This goal guides
the preferred implementation approach. Some companies

Pro Tip: It is important to determine

prefer modular — a quick roll approach delivering results

what your executive team or project

based on a category–like categorizing SaaS risks or getting

sponsor expects in terms of ROI. Ask

visibility into spend. Others desire a more linear approach

them: “What does success look like?”

using a continuous and multi-module that follows a logical
order of discovery, rationalization, and optimization.
After choosing a preferred approach, it is time to define the
business drivers that underpin your goal. These may include:
• Lower software subscription costs and rationalize spend
• Improve overall reporting and cost accountability
• Remove overlapping services, scale and/or
downsize subscriptions based on business growth
• Achieve better tool integration and alignment

– Razzak Jallow

Gasper Vojevec

• Gain visibility into usage
• Uncover shadow IT
• Maximize adoption
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2. Clarify project stakeholders

3. Define a project plan and timeline

In Getting Started With SaaS management, we discussed

A clearly defined project plan with specific

building buy-in and defining project stakeholders.

milestones and dates improves the

Crucially, companies must also define who is accountable

likelihood of a successful implementation.

around key questions including “When will

for results and/or who becomes the internal subject

Be specific; add markers for what

rogue purchasing end?” and “When will

matter expert to field questions, feedback, and

services you will integrate first and when

enterprise subscription maximation begin?”

concerns throughout the implementation.

rationalization or optimization steps begin.

Before moving on, you should be able to answer:
• Who will lead the project internally?
• Who needs to be involved? (Note: not every
stakeholder is engaged the same. Consider the “RACI”
project management matrix. Participants are either
responsible, accountable, consulted, or informed.)
• Who will be using the SM solution?
• Who is in charge of all required data points?
• Who benefits with the data insights from the SM
solution (and, how will these insights be shared)?

Pro Tip: Work with the SM onboarding team
to define your project roadmap. They will
push you to define improvement milestones

4. Integrate with financial systems
Financial systems integration is the starting
point for discovery. By “following the
money,” companies discover the widest
part of their SaaS portfolio. After this

Pro Tip: Always validate data after
each integration step. This ensures that
downstream decisions are based on
accurate insights.

step, we suggest the following integration
sequence to cover all SaaS entry points:
• ERP systems
• Expense management systems
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• SSO systems
Pro Tip: Don’t forget to connect with those who have

• HR systems

administrative rights to your SaaS applications and can help
inventory credentials. Some SM initiatives lag while the project
lead tries to gain access to required ERPs, SSOs, expense
management tools, and HR systems.

Setting
Goals

Integrating Financial
Systems, SSO, Expense
Management Systems

SaaS Costs and
Inventory Insights

Integrating
Services

Usage and
Utilization Data

Optimization
Recommendations
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5. Assign ownership of specific services

6. Integrate big ticket subscriptions

7. Analyze costs, usage, and utilization

A lack of ownership and accountability is

(then focus on smaller services)

Your job is to maximize time-to-value (and impress

behind many companies’ SaaS cost overruns.

Integrate your services in stages. Start with the

the executive sponsor) with smart rationalization.

Managing spend is hard for IT when no one

largest areas of presumed spend as they may drive

Work through significant cost services first, then

knows who owns, uses, or has administrative

the fastest return on your SM investment. For most

use the thousands of direct SaaS integrations

privileges for existing software.

companies this includes enterprise-wide applications

to refine decisions based on granular usage

including Microsoft 365, Salesforce CRM, Slack, and

and utilization insight. Remember: the right SM

For every known service, assign an individual or

Zoom. Owners and admins are often well defined for

platform offers myriad data for decision making.

team owner. Alongside this, uncover or re-assign

these, so build off this early traction and momentum.
It may help to think categorically about services;

admin access. With LeanIX, the owner can receive
custom usage or renewal alerts, be assigned

From these specific services, usage, utilization,

that is, targeting where there is functional

service reviews, and self-manage license removal

and adoption trends will emerge. Use these

overlap. For example, tackling communication

based on the SM leader’s recommendations.

insights to plan targeted discovery efforts later

and collaboration tools. Additionally, top SM

When departments know exactly what they own

on (e.g., Sales and Marketing teams commonly

platforms include integrated renewal calendars.

(and recognize that finance and IT are watching),

underuse but overbuy applications).

You may organize your rationalization efforts

budgeting and forecasting grow more precise.
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Pro Tip: Don’t be discouraged in this discovery

Pro Tip: Talk to your SM about the “usual suspects”
— those tools that tend to be overbought or

effort. A little detective work early on can

undermanaged. The onboarding team can guide

ensure ongoing SM success. Work systematically

an integration pl an based on data from hundreds

through each service: Who is the business

of client integrations and cost-reduction projects.

owner of the specific tool? Who is the admin
owner? Whose budget does it belong in?

“

based on what applications are up for renewal.
Pro Tip: Start big, then shift to reviewing
categories or near-term renewals. At a minimum,
create a plan for how to handle renewals.
Lean on your ownership information here!

We developed a software approval committee made up of finance, infosec,
contract management, and data insights leaders. LeanIX’s renewal notifications
and alerts drive meeting agendas and every software is reviewed and signed-off
on by key teams before renewal.”
– Zac Makin, Vice President FP&A (Degreed)
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Ensure that
application
owners see SM as
a collaborative
experience.

8. Put insights into action

9. Maintaining control with an SM process

Battle lines must never be drawn – this isn’t a battle of IT

Your SaaS stack is now mature — make sure to

or Finance versus business users. Ensure that application

keep it that way! Continuous management ensures

owners see SM as a collaborative experience. Even if

that the software you use scales up or down to fit

they don’t always agree, there should be mutual buy-

your needs. Salespeople make it too easy to trial

in as to the benefits of SM across the company.

and deploy their software. Commit to monthly

The tool’s owner will help you put SM insights into
action. They are your “eyes and ears” about an app’s

Along the way, build process rigor. Companies that

decisions that improve opportunities for cost-savings,

quickly implement an IT-led approval process can

productivity, and improved security. Within this, consider

efficiently reduce redundant tools and eliminate

categorizing applications into action buckets:

underused contracts. On top of that, by meeting

remove from the app portfolio
• Invest - highly utilized service, invest
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as an extension of your team.
They have benchmarking

in additional seats/licenses

they are able to build C-level trust to centralize
software purchasing and, for example, work with
business users to keep mission-critical tools.

needed, but should be monitored
Your SM partner will uncover opportunities to either

negotiating with vendors. Pulse check

save money on underutilized services or alert you about

them to help uncover new value drivers.

finance’s needs for budgetary and spend insights,

• Contain - rightsized service, no action

data, peer insights, and experience
your decision making with them, and ask

maintain systems integrations for dynamic SM.

usefulness and general utilization. Together, make

• Decommission - underutilized service,

Pro Tip: Let your SM vendor operate

or quarterly reviews, setup renewal alerts, and

potential security risks and compliance issues. Once
you’re empowered with actionable data, implement

Pro Tip: Implement regular SaaS stack health checks.

changes to your agreements with vendors.

Keep up with monthly reports supplied by your SM
vendor and build processes that support continuous
monitoring. An SM vendor can help with everything
from how to “sell” stakeholders on new processes, to
determining what monitoring steps matter most.
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Pro Tip: Let your vendor know that you
want monthly or quarterly check-ins.
Are they open to shared communication
channels, like Slack? The right SM vendor
wants to be actively involved.

Identify needs
and set goals

Clarify project
stakeholders

Deﬁne a
project plan
and timeline

10. Count on your SM vendor — beyond the sale
The right SM vendor isn’t there just to sell you
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another software solution. At LeanIX, our role
is to be your SaaS management partner. This
means we provide ongoing value–whether
with benchmarking insights, or project timeline
support–to sustain SM momentum.

Integrate
with ﬁnancial
systems

Assign
ownerships

Integrate
big ticket
subscriptions

Analyze costs,
usage and
utilization

Put insights
into action

Maintain
control

Count on your
SM vendor

Partnership is the “x-factor” of SM value. Explore a vendor’s willingness (and track record) of partnering during
evaluation. As you evaluate, consider:
• Platform scalability: How easily can the

• Ease of integrations: Will the vendor help you

solution scale to handle your near-and

integrate all of your services and offer QA support

long-term workload requirements?

if there are data quality or connection issues?

• Deployment approach: Will the product
be deployed exclusively in the cloud?
• The implementation process: Does the vendor
have a well-documented onboarding process?
Can it be tailored to your needs and timeline?

• Plans for training and support: Will the vendor
provide training and ongoing support to improve
adoption? What are the vendor's SLAs?
• Security posture: Is the vendor
SOC 2 Type II Compliant?
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“

If the importance and
sense of urgency to
become a more agile
digital business was
not clear before, it
certainly is now.

Conclusion
Whether you read this book in 2021 or 2031, SaaS
will have continued its unrelenting march into your
organization. But no matter how mature your SaaS
management processes are — from reasonably defined
to non-existent — it’s not too late to expand control.
Time is of the essence, though.
Smart businesses are moving en masse to SM to
restore both the value promise of cloud applications
and mitigate debilitating security and compliance
issues. As Frank Della Rosa, research director for SaaS
and Cloud Software at IDC, states, “If the importance
and sense of urgency to become a more agile digital
business was not clear before, it certainly is now.” 60
If you have feedback, questions, or ideas, please
share them with us. We’re eager to make better
SaaS management a reality for the world.

60 www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US46233119
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